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INTRODUCTION

We often use ‘Data Management’ to refer to the manipulation of relational or semi-structured information, but much
of the world’s data is unstructured, for example the vast amount
of natural-language text on the Web. The ability to manage
the information underlying this unstructured text is therefore
increasingly important. While information retrieval techniques, as embodied in today’s sophisticated search engines,
offer important capabilities, they lack the most important
faculties found in relational databases: 1) queries comprising aggregation, sorting and joins, and 2) structured visualization such as faceted browsing [29].
Information extraction (IE), the process of generating structured data from unstructured text, has the potential to convert much of the Web to relational form — enabling these
powerful querying and visualization methods. Implemented
systems have used manually-generated extractors (e.g., regular expressions) to “screen scrape” for decades, but in recent years machine learning methods have transformed IE,
speeding the development of relation-specific extractors and
greatly improving precision and recall. While the technology has led to many commercial applications, it requires
identifying target relations ahead of time and the laborious
construction of a labeled training set. As a result, supervised
learning techniques can’t scale to the vast number of relations discussed on the Web.

1.1

Open Information Extraction

In order to extract the widely-varying type of information on
the Web, attention has recently turned to the broader goal of
what Etzioni et al. call open information extraction [2, 11]
— the task of scalably extracting information to fill an unbounded number of relational schemata, whose structure is
unknown in advance. Open IE is distinguished from traditional methods on three dimensions [11]:
Input: Traditional, supervised approaches require a set of
labeled training data in addition to the corpus for extraction;
open IE uses domain-independent methods instead.
Target Schema: In traditional IE, the target relation is specified in advance; open IE automatically discovers the relations of interest.
Computational Complexity: The runtime of traditional methods is O(D ∗ R), where D denotes the number of documents

.
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in the corpus and R denotes the number of relations; in contrast, scalability to the Web demands that open IE scale linearly in D.

1.2

The Challenge

IE techniques are typically measured in terms of precision,
the percentage of extracted items which are correct, and recall, the percentage of potentially correct tuples which are
actually extracted. In most cases, there is a tradeoff between
precision and recall (at 0% recall one has 100% precision),
so researchers often look at the recall at some fixed precision
(determined by task needs) or the area under the precision /
recall (P/R) curve.
While several successful systems have tackled open IE [2,
27, 1, 5, 23], demonstrating respectable performance, they
face a harder problem than traditional supervised methods.
Specifically, the tradeoff between precision and recall is further opposed by the need for generality in the type of text
accepted and the range of relations considered. The goal of
fully open IE, eschewing manual tuning or the tedious construction of training sets, represents the extreme point on the
generality spectrum. The challenge for the future, then, is to
improve all three dimensions: precision, recall and generality. How far is it possible to go?
The remainder of this paper presents Kylin as a case study
of open IE. We start by describing Kylin’s use of Wikipedia
to power the self-supervised training of information extractors. Then, in Section 3 we show how Wikipedia training
can be seen as a bootstrapping method enabling extraction
from the wider set of general Web pages. Not even the
best machine-learning algorithms have production-level precision; Section 4 discusses how users — engaged in some
other primary task — may be unobtrusively enticed to validate extractions, enlarging the training set, and thus improving accuracy over time. Section 5 concludes with observations gleaned from our experience with Kylin. Finally, Section 6 concludes by revisiting the challenges listed above.

2.

SELF-SUPERVISED LEARNING

As we have said, information extraction is a process which
generates a set of relational tuples by “reading” unstructured
text. For example, the simplest case of IE, called namedentity recognition, extracts tuples of a unary relation, e.g.,
company(IBM) from natural-language sentences. Supervised learning of extractors operates in two phases:
Training: Typically a large training corpus is cleaned and
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Figure 2: Architecture of Kylin’s basic, self-supervised
open information extraction system, before shrinkage is
applied.
Figure 1: Rendered form of a portion (8 of 18 attributes)
of the infobox for the University of Washington.
*

converted to a sequence of words, w. Each word is marked
(e.g., by a human) to show which words correspond to companies, thus providing a training set. One basic strategy is
then to train a sequential probabilistic model, such as an
*
HMM, deriving the parameters θ which maximize P [w|θ]
by simply counting inter-state transitions and word-emissions
per state. It is also possible to make use of unlabeled data by
using the greedy Baum-Welch algorithm.
Extraction: Given a trained HMM with parameters, θ, and
*
a sequence of test words, e.g., w= “Today Amazon released
its quarterly earnings," IE uses the dynamic-programming
Viterbi algorithm to find the most likely state sequence π,
*
i.e. the π that maximizes P [w, π|θ]. Any words predicted
to have been emitted from the HMM’s “company” state are
returned as tuples, e.g., company(Amazon).
But how can machine learning be used in the case of open
IE? One method, incorporated into the TextRunner system [2,
1], learns patterns which indicate general relationships and
extracts the relation as well as the arguments. We advocate an alternative approach: using Wikipedia to generate
relation-specific training data for a broad set of thousands of
relations.

2.1

Heuristic Generation of Training Data

There are many reasons why Wikipedia is an excellent
corpus for training an open IE system. First, it is a comprehensive source of high-quality text about a very wide variety of topics. Secondly, it has a great deal of internal structure which can be exploited for learning [27]. In this paper,
we restrict our attention to infoboxes, tabular summaries of
an article’s salient details which are included on a number
of Wikipedia pages. For example, Figure 1 shows the infobox from the page on the University of Washington. Since
this table is generated via stylesheet from XML source, it
is relatively easy to process. When a page has such an infobox one can determine the class of the infobox (e.g., the
University class). By aggregating the source code for a
number of instances of an infobox class, one may deduce the
most important attributes of the class; these correspond to
relations whose first argument is an instance of the class. In
our example, we have the year established, the provost
and sixteen others.
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Kylin uses infoboxes to capture the schemata of the most
important relations for summarizing the contents of Wikipedia
articles. The main problem we address is how to populate
those schemata from data extracted from the natural language text of articles without infoboxes. Kylin uses existing
infoboxes for this second task as well, creating training sets
for learning extractors for those relations [27]. The overall
architecture of Kylin is shown in Figure 2; we discuss the
main components below.
Preprocessor: The preprocessor selects and refines infoboxclass schemata, choosing relevant relations; it then generates
machine-learning datasets for training sentence classifiers
and extractors. Refinement is necessary for several reasons.
For example, schema drift occurs when authors create an infobox by copying one from a similar article and changing attribute values. If a new attribute is needed, they just make up
a name, leading to schema and attribute duplication. Since
this is a widespread problem, schema refinement clusters infobox classes which have similar schemata and names with
low edit distance. Rare attributes are ignored.
Next, the preprocessor heuristically constructs two types
of training datasets — those for sentence classifiers, and for
CRF relation extractors. For each article with an infobox
mentioning one or more target relations, Kylin tries to find
a unique sentence in the article that mentions that attribute’s
value. The resulting labeled sentences form positive training
examples for each relation; other sentences form negative
training examples. If the attribute value is mentioned in several sentences, then one is selected heuristically.
Generating Classifiers: Kylin learns two types of classifiers. For each class of article being processed, a heuristic
document classifier is used to recognize members of the infobox class. For each target relation within a class a sentence
classifier is trained in order to predict whether a given sentence is likely to contain the attribute’s value. For this, Kylin
uses a maximum entropy model [17] with bagging. Features
include a bag of words, augmented with part of speech tags.
Learning Extractors: Extracting attribute values from a
sentence is best viewed as a sequential data-labeling problem. Kylin uses conditional random fields (CRFs) [15] with
a wide variety of features (e.g., POS tags, position in the
sentence, capitalization, presence of digits or special characters, relation to anchor text, etc.). Instead of training a single
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Figure 3: Architecture of Kylin Ontology Generator.
master extractor to clip all relations, Kylin trains a different
CRF extractor for each relation, ensuring simplicity and fast
retraining. This decomposition also enables easy parallelization for computational scalability.

2.2

Net using statistical-relational machine learning [28]. At
the highest level KOG computes six different kinds of features, some metric and some Boolean: similarity measures,
edit history patterns, class-name string inclusion, category
tags, Hearst patterns, search-engine statistics, and WordNet
mappings. These features are combined using statisticalrelational machine learning, specifically joint inference over
Markov logic networks [20], extending [21].
Figure 3 shows the architecture of KOG. First, its schema
cleaner scans the infobox system to merge duplicate classes
and relations, and infers the type signature of each relation.
Then, the subsumption detector identifies the subsumption
relations between infobox classes, and maps the classes to
WordNet nodes. Finally, the schema mapper builds relation mappings between related classes, especially between
parent-child pairs in the subsumption hierarchy [28].
KOG’s taxonomy provides an ideal base for the shrinkage
technique, as described below.
Shrinkage Using the KOG Ontology: Given a sparse target infobox class C, Kylin’s shrinkage module searches upwards and downwards through the KOG taxonomy to aggregate training data from parent and children classes. The
overall shrinkage procedure is as follows:
1. Given a class C, query KOG to collect the related class
set: SC = {Ci |path(C, Ci ) ≤ l}, where l is the preset threshold for path length. Currently Kylin only
searches strict parent/child paths without considering
siblings. Take the Performer class as an example:
its parent Person and children Actor and Comedian
could be included in SC .

Improving Recall with Shrinkage

Although Kylin performs well when it can find enough
training data, it flounders on sparsely populated infobox classes
— the majority of cases. Fortunately, there is a way to improve Kylin’s performance through the use of shrinkage, a
general statistical technique for improving estimators in the
case of limited training data. McCallum et al. applied this
technique for text classification in a hierarchy of classes by
smoothing parameter estimates of a data-sparse child with
its parent to get more robust estimates [16].
Similarly, we use shrinkage when training an extractor of
an instance-sparse infobox class by aggregating data from its
parent and child classes. For example, knowing that Performer IS-A Person, and Performer.loc=Person.birth_plc, we can use values from Person.
birth_plc to help train an extractor for Performer.loc.
The trick is finding a good subsumption hierarchy which relates attributes between parent and child classes. Unfortunately, Wikipedia does not contain such a taxonomy1 Furthermore, previously-created taxonomies for Wikipedia, e.g.
[18], don’t contain the required relation-relation mappings
between parent-child classes. Thus, we were led to devise
our own taxonomy, which we did using a novel, autonomous
process described below. After explaining the construction
of this taxonomy, we describe our approach to shrinkage.
The Kylin Ontology Generator: The Kylin Ontology Generator (KOG) is an autonomous system that builds a rich taxonomy by combining Wikipedia infobox classes with Word1
Wikipedia’s category system is not directly useful in this regard,
for several reasons. First, the category system is too flat. Second,
there are many administrative tags mixed into the categories. Third,
the “content-bearing” tags are typically conjunctive, e.g. Jewish
physicist, which require significant processing to decompose
into an orthogonal taxonomy.
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2. For each relation C.r (e.g., Performer.loc) of C:
(a) Query KOG for the mapped relation Ci .rj (e.g.,
Person.birth_plc) for each Ci .
(b) Assign weight wij to the training examples from
Ci .rj and add them to the training dataset for C.r.
Note that wij may be a function both of the target relation C.r, the related class Ci , and Ci ’s
mapped relation Ci .rj .
3. Train the CRF extractors for C on the new training set.
With shrinkage, Kylin learns much better extractors, especially in classes with only a few instances containing infoboxes. For example, the area under the precision and recall
curve for the performer class (which had 44 instances)
improved by 57% after applying shrinkage from person
(1201 examples), actor (8738 examples) and comedian
(106 examples) [26]. Most of this improvement comes from
increased recall, but precision gets a small boost as well.

3.

BOOTSTRAPPING TO THE WEB

Even when Kylin does learn an effective extractor there
are numerous cases where Wikipedia has an article on a
topic, but the article simply doesn’t have much information
to be extracted. Indeed, a long-tailed distribution governs
the length of articles in Wikipedia — around 44% of articles
are marked as stub pages — indicating that much-needed
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information is missing. Additionally, facts that are stated using uncommon or ambiguous sentence structures also hide
from the extractors. This section shows how to extend the
previously-described methods to support extraction from the
broader Web.
The challenge for this approach — as one might expect
— is maintaining high precision and recall. Since Kylin’s
extractors have been trained on the somewhat idiosyncratic
Wikipedia corpus, they may not extend smoothly to the Web.
After considering the roots of the problem, we discuss the
extensions necessary to successfully bootstrap.
• Reduced Recall When Extracting from the Web: In
many cases, the language used on Wikipedia is stylized and looks very different from pages on the general Web. For example, on Wikipedia a person’s date of
birth and his professions are often expressed in the first
sentence, which begins with the person’s name, then
contains the birth date in parentheses, then the verb is,
and finally a list of professions. When trained on such
data, an extractor fails to extract from sentences of different style. For example, the extractor might not be
able to extract a person’s birthdate from the sentence
“Obama was born on August 4, 1961.”
• Reduced Precision When Extracting from the Web:
Extractors trained on Wikipedia pages are often unable
to discriminate irrelevant information. For example, a
Kylin extractor for a person’s birthdate is trained on
a set of pages which all have that person as their primary subject. Such extractors become inaccurate when
applied to a page which compares the lives of several
people — even if the person in question is one of those
mentioned.
While Kylin’s self-supervised approach allows it to learn
extractors for a comprehensive range of relations, using only
Wikipedia as a training source also limits its ability to extract
from the broader Web. In response, we developed two techniques which dramatically improved its precision and recall
when extracting from the general Web.

3.1

Generalizing Extractors with Retraining

Our first idea is to harvest additional training data from the
outside Web for improved training, which we call retraining. The challenge is automatically identifying relevant sentences given the sea of Web data. For this purpose, Kylin
utilizes TextRunner, an open IE system [1], which extracts
semantic relations {r|r = hobj1 , predicate, obj2 i} from a
crawl of about 100 million Web pages. Importantly for our
purposes, TextRunner’s crawl includes the top ten pages returned by Google when queried on the title of every Wikipedia
article.
For each target relation within an infobox, Kylin queries
to identify and verify relevant sentences that mention the attribute’s value. Sentences passing the verification are labeled
as extra positive training examples. Kylin also identifies the
phrases (predicates) which are harbingers of each target relation. For example, "was married to" and "married" are identified for the "person.spouse" relation. These harbingers are
used to eliminate potential false negative training examples
generated from the Wikipedia data.
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Figure 4: Using Kylin’s retrained extractors to extract
from the Web results in a substantial improvement to the
area under the P/R curve — even in infobox classes, like
writer, which have thousands of instances.
By adding new positive examples and excluding potential false negative sentences, retraining generates a cleaned
and augmented training dataset which improves Kylin’s performance. When used together with shrinkage, the improvement in recall is enormous. For example, on the performer
class, recall improved by 73% on Wikipedia data, and it doubled on Web data. In other, more instance-sparse classes, the
improvement in recall was even higher, as much as 1755% [26].

3.2

Selecting Quality Sources

Our second method, targeted towards increasing precision,
is about deciding if an extraction from a Web page is indeed
relevant to the subject of a Wikipedia article. We view this
as an information-retrieval problem which we solve by carefully selecting and weighting extractions from Web pages.
This requires a number of steps: First, Kylin generates a set
of relevant queries and utilizes a general Web search engine,
namely Google, to identify a set of pages which are likely
to contain the desired information. These pages are fetched,
and Kylin’s extractors are applied to all content. Each extraction is then weighted using a combination of factors, including the rank of the page, the extraction confidence (score
computed by the CRF), and the distance between the current
sentence and the closest sentence containing the name of the
Wikipedia article.
Our experiments revealed that the CRF’s confidence is
a poor choice for scoring different extractions of the same
relations, but that the rank of the source page in response
to our queries, and especially the distance between the extracted text and the closest sentence containing the name of
the article are extremely useful. A weighted combination
performed best, and roughly doubled precision of Web extractions for a variety of classes [26].
Extraction results from the Web are later combined with
extraction results from Wikipedia. Higher weight is given
to extractions from Wikipedia, because it is still likely that
extractions from Wikipedia will be more precise. That is, in
Wikipedia we can be more certain that a given page is highly
relevant, is of higher quality, has a more consistent structure,
for which Kylin’s extractors have been particularly trained.
Integrating evidence from both Wikipedia and the greater
Web further helps Kylin’s performance. For example, on the
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performer class, the area under the P/R curve improved
102%; for classes which are even more sparse, the improvement can be ten times as high [26]. Recall can even be improved on classes with many training instances; for example, Figure 4 shows the improvement on the writer class
which has 2213 instances with infoboxes.

4.

COMMUNAL CORRECTION

While some of the CRF extractors learned by Kylin have extremely high precision, in most cases precision is well below
that of humans. Thus, a fully automated process for producing high-reliability, structured data (e.g., as would be required in order to to add extracted data back into Wikipedia
infoboxes) may be untenable. Instead, Kylin aims to amplify human effort towards this task. Figure 5 shows our first
mockup design of this interface. In a series of interviews
with members of the Wikipedia community, informal design
reviews, and a final online user study we refined, explored
and evaluated the space of interfaces, focusing on the design
dimensions listed below.

4.1

Key Issues for Correction Interfaces

Contribution as a Non-Primary Task: Although tools already exist to help expert Wikipedia editors quickly make
large numbers of edits [7], we instead want to enable contributions by the long tail of users not yet contributing [24]. In
other words, we believe that pairing IE with communal content creation will be most effective if it encourages contributions by people who had not otherwise planned to contribute.
This means that we must treat contributing as a non-primary
task — encouraging contributions from people engaged in
some other primary activity.
Inviting Contributions: Any system based in community
content creation must provide an incentive for people to contribute. Bryant et al. report that newcomers become members of the Wikipedia community by participating in peripheral, yet productive, tasks that contribute to the overall goal
of the community [4]. Given this behavior, our goal is to
make the opportunity to contribute sufficiently salient that
people will try it, but not so visible as to make the interface
obtrusive or coercive. We designed three new interfaces to
explore this tradeoff.
Presenting Ambiguity Resolution in Context: As shown
in Figure 5 there are two plausible locations in an article
for presenting each potential extraction: near the article text
from which the value was extracted or proximal to the infobox where the data is needed. Presenting information at
the latter location can be tricky because the contributor cannot verify information without knowing the context. Furthermore, varying the way that context is presented can dramatically affect user participation.

4.2

Could you please
check this?
Do I have the
correct birthday?

Preliminary User Study

We evaluated the effectiveness of our interfaces in stimulating edits as well as users’ perception of interface intrusiveness in a novel study, deployed via Google Adwords
and Yahoo Keyword Advertising [14]. While we developed
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Figure 5: User interface mockup. Casual users are presented with a standard Wikipedia page highlighting a
single attribute value; an ignorable popup window allows
the user to verify the extraction if she wishes.
some interface designs which yielded even higher participation rates, the “winner” of our study was an icon design that
was deemed relatively unobtrusive and yet which led people
to voluntarily contribute an average of one fact validation for
every 14 page visits. Validations had a precision of 90%. By
validating facts multiple times from different visitors, we believe we can achieve very high precision on extracted tuples.
Preliminary experiments also show that by adding these new
tuples as additional training examples, Kylin will keep increasing extractor performance.

5.

LESSONS LEARNED

Our experience in building the Kylin system and running it
over the constantly-changing Wikipedia yields several lessons.

5.1

Approaches to Open IE

In traditionally, relational databases, rigid schemata are
defined before any data is added; indeed, a well-defined schema
facilitates the expression of queries. But if one wishes to
extract a wide variety of information from the Web, for example a large fraction of data from Wikipedia, then human
preengineering of such schemata (and associated construction of labeled training data for each relation) is impossible.
In response, we focus on what Etzioni et al. term open information extraction — algorithms which can handle an unbounded number of relations, eschew domain-specific training data, and scale linearly to handle Web-scale corpora. Besides Kylin, only a few open IE systems have yet been built,
with the first being TextRunner [2, 1]. We believe that all
open IE systems may be placed into two groups, which we
term relational-targeting and structural-targeting methods.
Kylin uses a relational approach, but to our knowledge all
other open IE systems use structural targeting.
Relational Targeting: Learning a relation-specific extractor is the most common technique in traditional IE; indeed,
the example in the beginning of Section 2 trained an HMM
where one state corresponded to words naming an instance
of the company relation. The first challenge for this method
is acquiring enough training data for a comprehensive set of
relations. This paper has shown how Kylin’s self-supervised
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approach uses Wikipedia infoboxes to heuristically assemble
training sets. We estimate that Wikipedia contains 5000 infobox classes, each of which has approximately 10 attributes.
Thus, while Kylin can’t truly handle an unbounded number
of relations, it seems capable of learning 50,000, which may
be sufficient.
We contrast our approach with systems such as Yago [22],
which also use Wikipedia as a corpus, but learn a fixed set of
a dozen relations using substantial manual effort. While systems such as DBLIFE [8] scale relatively well, they aren’t
“open” either, requiring manually-crafted rules for extraction.
Structural Targeting: An alternative approach is to build
a general extraction-engine which looks for some form of
relation-independent structure on Web pages and uses this
to extract tuples. A postprocessing step is often used to normalize the extractions, determining the precise relation and
entities which have been extracted. There are many different
forms of structure which may be used in this process. For
example, TextRunner [2, 1] and Knext [23] exploit grammatical structure over sentences. Hearst patterns operate on
phrases within sentences [13, 10]. Other work uses HTML
structure, such as the DOM tree, to extract lists and tables [9,
10, 12, 5]
While open IE systems using structural targeting can truly
handle an unbounded number of relations, such generality
often comes at the cost of lower precision when compared
to relationally-targeted extractors. This brings us back to
the challenge described in Section 1.2: can open IE methods really provide generality along with high precision and
recall. We think the answer is “yes.” Both structural and
self-supervised relational approaches have made impressive
progress. And importantly, the different approaches are complementary, as we demonstrate with Kylin’s retraining methodology. Future work may focus on other ways to combine
these approaches.

5.2

Scalability of Relation-Specific Open IE

To scale extraction to a large number of relations from a
large number of pages, parallelization is important and already we see information extraction algorithms leveraging
map-reduce-style data processing frameworks [6]. Yet, parallelization alone is not sufficient. For example, Kylin learns
a relation-specific extractor for each attribute of each infobox class in Wikipedia — potentially more than 50,000
extractors in total. It would be impractical to run every extractor on each Wikipedia page, let alone each page on the
Web! Fortunately, Kylin’s hierarchical approach for classifying Wikipedia pages and sentences, alleviates the problem
when the extraction corpus is Wikipedia itself. However,
it’s unclear that this approach can be extended to the general
Web.

5.3

Integrating Evidence

High precision and recall requires collecting information
from many sources. In fact, leveraging the redundancy of
content on the Web, utilizing structural properties of Web
sites or their contents, and leveraging relevant databases [3]
is often crucial for resolving extraction ambiguities. One
method accomplishing this integration is joint inference [19,
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25]. Additionally, the need to decompose extractors for reasons of efficiency further increases the amount of evidence
being collected. The biggest challenge for this task is likely
managing the tradeoff between computational blowup (if exact approaches are attempted) and greatly reduced accuracy
(if approximations such as probabilistic independence are
made).
Kylin learns a myriad of extractors independently, but what
we consider as one of its main contributions, is the realization that a careful integration of extractors exploiting various structural properties of content and sites, can lead to
dramatic improvements in precision and recall. Kylin automatically infers a taxonomy underlying Wikipedia data and
utilizes this taxonomy to help extraction, even though the
taxonomy itself is not its goal. When combined, techniques
such as shrinkage, retraining, and Web-source selection enable Kylin to perform well, even when targeting the long tail
of rarely occurring relations. We are also looking to improve
Kylin’s integration abilities through the use of probabilistic
CFGs. This may provide a cleaner way to integrate page and
sentence classification with extraction; this method also enables joint inference. As always, scalability is likely to be
the defining challenge.

5.4

The Role of Humans

In the near future, we are unlikely to achieve extremely
high precision extraction without human involvement. Researchers have explored four main ways for involving humans in the process: 1) humans write rule-based extraction procedures, 2) humans label training data for supervised
learning of extractors, 3) humans validate candiate extractions, regardless of how they are produced, and 4) humans
manually aggregate structured information (e.g., as in Freebase). We believe, that in many cases, one can best utilize
the rare human resource by combining self-supervised learning with crowd-sourced validation. The study described in
Section 4.2 shows that high participation rates are possible.

6.

CONCLUSION

By converting unstructured, natural-language text to relational form, information extraction enables many powerful
Data Management techniques. However, in order to scale IE
to the Web, we must focus on open IE — a paradigm that
tackles an unbounded number of relations, eschews domainspecific training data, and scales computationally [2, 11].
This paper describes Kylin, which uses self-supervised learning to train relationally-targeted extractors from Wikipedia
infoboxes. We explained how shrinkage and retraining allow Kylin to improve extractor robustness, and we demonstrate that these extractors can successfully mine tuples from
a broader set of Web pages. Finally, we argued that the best
way to utilize human efforts is by inviting humans to quickly
validate the correctness of machine-generated extractions.
We distill several lessons from our experience. Perhaps
our most important observation contrasts two approaches to
open IE: relational vs. structural targeting. While Kylin primarily uses the relational approach, we argue that the best
chance for jointly optimizing extraction generality, precision, and recall will be to further combine relational and
structural approaches.
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